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1.39% Membership growth

1.75M $70.97 average
AA Member saving

$18.21 more than average
Membership subscription

122,729 
free eye exams 

Combined $7.36M
saving for Members

free motoring advice  
consultations for Members  

by AA Motoring experts

Front and back photos: Alex Wallace

2965

117,706 discounted movie vouchers purchased

NEW MEMBER BENEFITS INTRODUCED:

Torpedo7
Free AA 14-Point Bicycle check 
and 10-20% discount

NEW MEMBER BENEFIT INTRODUCED:
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There is little doubt that the year in review, more than any other for a number of decades, has been 
unprecedented in terms of its challenges and also the growth of services and their delivery during 
these testing times brought on by the onset of Covid.

As will be etched into the history books, New Zealand first saw Covid emerge across our borders 
in February 2020, and just one month later forced us into various stages of lockdown to contain 
the pandemic.  Each of these stages meant significant changes in the Association’s ability to service 
Members’ needs, and at its worst, in Alert Level 4, saw AA Centres and offices closed with staff working 
from home.

A degree of normality was restored post-lockdown, but the threat of continuing disruption still 
persists.  This has meant we must be prepared at all times to deal with further outbreaks, but not let 
this remain our sole focus.

We should be proud of the way the Association has faced the Covid pandemic. While a number of our 
service areas, particularly those related to travel and tourism suffered significant business impacts, all 
employees were paid in full during lockdown, including those who could not work from home. 

IN TESTING TIMES

AA Chief Executive 
Brian Gibbons

Standing strong
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The Association also chose not to seek the Government’s wage subsidy support. This was made 
possible due to the past prudent financial management that had built up the financial reserves 
necessary to weather the storm. 

Our objective at all times was to meet the ever changing needs of Members, and look to the future 
positively, and as President and CEO we have forged a resolve to respond as the times dictate but 
never compromise service standards, all of which is critical to building ongoing relevance and value 
to Members.

Certainly from our perspective, service never faltered during that lockdown period.  Whilst there 
was lesser demand associated with fewer vehicles on the roads, service was maintained.  Certainly 
Member feedback on how the Association responded saw increasing appreciation for “the service” 
and continued to draw gratitude during those trying times.

What we do know is that, when lockdown eased, business quickly bounced back and certainly 
impacted differently on our various services.  Overall, in many ways, all factors considered, it was 
a year of multiple successes and certainly from a financial perspective enabled the Association to 
finish the year with a more than acceptable result. 

Fortunately the provision of Roadservice was never compromised or at risk under any level of 
lockdown as it was deemed an essential service, and when lockdown eased there were record-
breaking demands by Members.

Certainly the Association’s Battery Service saw a phenomenal increase in battery replacement, after 
many cars had not been used for some time. Battery-related Roadservice callouts for example 
doubled at Alert Level 3 from 40% to 80% of all jobs.

Conversely, with less traffic on the roads during lockdown AA Insurance experienced fewer claims.  
As a company that prides itself on putting the customer at the forefront of the business, it quickly 
moved to rebate back to car insurance customers the full benefit of those lower claims and in total 
some $19.5m premium rebates have been passed on.  That was in addition to the hardship claims 
fund that was also set up to help customers in these difficult times.

The Association’s Tourism services were not so fortunate to only suffer a decline in demand during 
lockdown. As a leading provider of travel insurance, international driver permits, and other tourism 
-related services reliant upon offshore visitors, this sector of our business still remains in decline 
with the continuing closure of New Zealand’s borders, and we look forward to normality being 
restored once the pandemic is over.

Membership however, which for the Association is our life blood, continued to grow during the year 
with record levels of enrolment and total affiliation this year reached 1.758m Members.

Today those benefits Members can access certainly exceed the annual cost of the average 
subscription.  In fact in dollar terms, the average saving an AA Member makes is $70.97 through 
discounts with Member partners, without counting the benefit of free services such as the popular 
annual free eye exam at Specsavers, or spot checks at Skin Institute.  

During the year we again consolidated AA’s 
Government Services as a delivery arm for 
assistance, specifically adding two new services 
to the portfolio namely RealMe identification 
and Kiwi Access Cards. A RealMe verified 
identity makes it easier to confirm your identity 
and prove that you are who you say you are 
online, while the Kiwi Access Card, replaces 
what was formerly known as the 18+ card, for 
those without a driver licence or other form of 
photo ID. Both services are available in the AA 
Centres, or Agents nationwide. 

The Association also amalgamated its 
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AA President 
Gary Stocker

ownership position in respect of AA Auto Glass which became an AA-owned and operated business 
– a business that today has 12 mobile glaziers and calibration technicians, six administration staff 
and more than 20 contracted businesses for nationwide coverage. 

AA Money was also launched in February 2020 despite the emergence of Covid testing demand.  
AA Money’s initial focus was providing access to vehicle loans covering cars, motorbikes, caravans, 
boats and jet skis, aiming to be fair, simple and transparent in all its fees and interactions, and 
provide customers with exceptional service that is worthy of the trust New Zealanders have in the 
AA.

Behind this expansion is the underlying belief that each of these successful innovations in the midst 
of such a turbulent year supports our primary focus on being a Member-centric organisation. 

Finally, we would like to pay a special tribute to General Managers, David McLister, Stella Stocks 
and Trevor Pilkington, who retired during the year, and through their many decades of service put 
Members first, and at the heart of all we offer, giving confidence that despite any future challenges, 
whether pandemic-related or otherwise, New Zealanders will continue to be drawn to joining the 
country’s largest Membership club.
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Keeping calm
While the initial Covid-19 outbreak and nationwide lockdown was definitely an anxious time, for AA 
General Manager Club Developments Dougal Swift it also provided a surprising high point to the year.

“I’m so proud of our staff, and how well our people on the frontline responded to the challenge of 
Covid-19,” Dougal said. “They were fantastic. During those first few weeks of lockdown there was such 
anxiety about catching Covid, when none of us knew who else had it and we were putting on rubber 
gloves to go to the supermarket and lathering on hand sanitiser. And at the same time our Service 
Officers were attending breakdowns on the roadside and our AA Home Response contractors were 
going into people’s homes to do emergency repairs and that’s a big ask and they responded really 
really well.” 

While the Automobile Association has been in existence for a touch over 117 years, for many 
employees, Covid-19 was the first radical challenge during their time at the AA.

“It made us think about how we can be of assistance during tough times for many,” Dougal said. “I 
think we should all be very proud that our organisation paid our employees throughout lockdown, 
regardless of whether they were able to work from home or not, and that we were able to offer our 
valued Roadservice and other services to Members with no restrictions in what we offered. 

“We should also be proud that AA Insurance provided policy refunds to their customers who used 
vehicles less over that lengthy first lockdown.”

Membership hit a new record immediately before Covid-19, but with a significant proportion of 
new Member joins normally coming from AA Centres, momentum shrank when they were forced to 
temporarily shut their doors under Alert Levels 4 and 3. 

“But I think what’s been really encouraging is that despite the tough economic climate Membership 
retention has held up so well, as consumers have seen value in our Roadservice offering and the 
savings our other Member Benefits provide. From a Member Benefits perspective many of our 
partners also had to close stores but recovered very quickly once we came out of lockdown, and 
with the strong range of wellbeing benefits that we’ve developed over the last few years with Bay 
Audiology, Dilworth Hearing, Skin Institute and of course Specsavers, we can help Members look after 
themselves in uncertain times.”

AND CARRYING ON
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$19.5M 
premium rebates to AA Car Insurance customers

232,261
calls for help answered

Roadservice jobs attended 
during lockdown

90,002

I can walk to a food 
store but can’t carry  

anything much home.  
You immediately reassured  
me that I was considered  
to have an essential need.  

I nearly cried with relief when  
the car was started and  
I was given good advice  
about keeping it going.

  
Thank you very much.

- 70-year-old AA Member, 
one of many helped during lockdown

412 
emergency  

AA Home Response jobs
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Giving all
Despite the challenges the last quarter brought, AA General Manager Club Developments Dougal 
Swift continued to introduce new Member Benefits and innovation. 

“We are very happy to have 
launched a strong new partner 
in Torpedo7, with Members 
now able to get a free 14-Point 
bicycle safety check each year, 
and discounts on cycling gear, 
bikes and e-bikes. We’re seeing 
more and more Members 
interested in utilising new 
cycling infrastructure that’s 
emerging nationwide, and while 
we’re known as the Automobile 
Association, we recognise 
that many of our Members 
increasingly commute in different 
ways; walking, cycling, and public 
transport. With electric power 
added to traditional bikes it’s 
becoming a more viable option 
for many, particularly in our hilly 
cities and as Members take up new means of mobility we want to continue to provide assistance,” 
Dougal said.  

Membership retention was well supported over the year by some enhancements to the renewal 
process, with the vast bulk of Members now renewing either in response to an email renewal notice, 
or online. 

“The changes give us the ability via highly personalised emails to showcase many of the Member 
Benefits that we think people might be interested in but are perhaps not utilising already. We have 
seen an accelerated rate of renewal online, which has helped us to reduce our renewal costs, which 
is good for Members as it’s helped to again hold our Membership subscription price which hasn’t 
increased for many years now. It’s really pleasing that despite the economic climate we have been 
able to hold the subscription at current levels, and there are no plans to increase it,” Dougal added. 

AA Plus subscriptions, which offer additional towing and emergency accommodation benefits, also 
continued to be very popular, likely partly due to more New Zealanders travelling domestically and 
holidaying locally while international borders remained closed. 

The focus is now on continuing to build on Member experience and engagement. 

“I’m excited to make our Member Benefits more visible and accessible, and to make it easier for 
Members to engage with us, by enabling more common transactions and functions to be done on a 
self-service basis for those Members who wish to do so,” Dougal said.

“Consumers clearly gravitated towards more trusted brands and organisations during the Covid 
uncertainty so it makes me, if anything, more determined to live up to those expectations, and to 
continue to protect the very strong service culture the AA has developed over a long time. It’s been 
reassuring how much our offering continues to be valued by our Members and that Membership has 
actually grown during this unprecedented time.”

AA MEMBERS A REASON TO BELONG
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If there was ever a time that highlighted how valued AA Roadservice is to keep AA Members moving, 
it was this year.

As New Zealand locked down, our service providers were given “essential worker” status and new 
procedures were established to ensure the health and safety of all. The callouts continued as 
Roadservice helped both the essential service workforce and Members get to the essential services 
they required. 

Despite reduced roadside jobs during the lockdown, things quickly picked up as alert levels shifted. 
The first day of Alert Level 3, saw 2098 call outs and 2110 the following day, nearing double the 
amount the team would usually see in a 24-hour period. This was again the case for the move to Alert 
Level 2. 

In a record-breaking achievement, the Net Promoter Score (NPS) for Roadside Solutions reached an 
incredible 88% for Member loyalty in April, a “world class” score. 

General Manager Roadside Solutions Bashir Khan says, “Our people at Roadside and in the Contact 
Centre have done a phenomenal job working through some of the toughest times we have seen. They 
adapted to new conditions and procedures and maintained their high standard of support to our 
Members, customers and people.”

Overall Roadservice attended 478,780 roadside jobs throughout the year, over 100,000 of which were 
flat battery-related. 

AA ROADSIDE SOLUTIONS
MOBILITY AND SAFETY

An essential recognition to keep Kiwis moving
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Moving forward, a new push from the Government towards domestic tourism is expected to alter the 
trends of Roadservice with more people travelling further afield throughout New Zealand.

Bashir says by understanding these travel trends and Member needs at Roadside, Roadservice aims 
to continue to be a relevant and highly valued service to AA Members. 

He says, “Ensuring we have cover in both urban centres and more remote regions around New Zealand 
will be a continuous focus for us as well as enhancing our own procedures with the ever-increasing 
capability of technology.”

Although not without Covid interruption, other arms under Roadside Solutions have seen some 
significant growth. In July 2019, AA Auto Glass became a fully AA-owned and operated business under 
the Business Vehicle Solutions (BVS) team. There are now twelve mobile glaziers and calibration 
technicians, six administration staff and more than 20 contracted businesses for nationwide coverage. 

AA Auto Glass has since been leading the way with the calibration of windscreen mounted Advanced 
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). This innovative solution is proving extremely popular with current 
and prospective customers. Since its inception, over 500 windscreens have been successfully 
recalibrated across Auckland and Christchurch sites, well above initial projections.

BVS has also had a successful year. BVS provides service for more than 700,000 vehicle-based Members 
across New Zealand and deals with over 50 key accounts and over 2,500 small to medium enterprises 
offering tailored business-to-business roadside solutions. 

During the year, major vehicle dealerships and dealer groups signed on for service retention and used 
vehicle roadside assistance programmes including Auckland BMW & Mini; Winger Subaru, Hamilton 
and AHG, which is one of Australasia’s largest motoring groups with nine dealerships across Auckland. 
Ford New Zealand, one of BVS’s biggest business customers, has also been retained for another 5 
years. 

One of BVS’s newest customers is SHAREaCAMPER, offering a platform for New Zealand campervan, 
motorhome and caravan owners to connect with travellers and share their under-utilised vehicles. 
The AA will be providing roadside breakdown assistance services to hirers of these campers and 
campervans across New Zealand, which have shaped up to be a popular choice due to closed borders. 
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AA BATTERY SERVICE
The busiest time in 20 years of operation

When AA Battery Service launched in March 2000 it was 100% owned by Australian-based Club Assist 
and there was only a General Manager, a Warehouse Manager, an Administration Manager and a 
small number of contractors who solely did battery jobs in main centres.

Now, 20 years later, the AA is a 60% shareholder of AA Battery Service (with Club Assist the 40% 
shareholder), and it is a leading provider of mobile battery solutions in New Zealand. 

The team has grown too, with 15 people at its head office and warehouse, 12 Battery vans (which only 
do battery jobs), 23 AA Assist vans (which respond to all Roadservice callouts), five Country Sales Reps 
and about 500 wholesale customers.

“Our growth has been quite phenomenal,” AA Battery Service General Manager Mandy Mellar said. 
“We’re ever evolving, whether that’s bringing in new battery ranges or adapting to business, vehicle 
technology or environmental changes.”

Nothing could prepare AA Battery Service for the extraordinary numbers Covid-19 resulted in, 
however, with battery-related AA Member breakdowns doubling from 40% to 80% of all callouts at 
the start of Alert Level 3. 

“The beginnings of Alert Levels 3 and 2 were our busiest time in history,” Mandy said. “Our vans went 
to 30-40 callouts a day, with more than 10,000 new batteries fitted in Members’ vehicles in April 2020 
and more than 14,000 in May.

“The number of flat batteries when people returned to regular driving was extraordinary.”

AA Battery Service also spent lockdown preparing its first EV charging van ready for a July 2020 launch 
in Wellington. The van has been fitted with a lightweight EV charger which enables Members to drive 
up to 10km home or to a nearby charging station after a free 20-minute roadside charge.

“It was exciting and slightly crazy getting our EV charging van ready for the road while dealing with 
Covid-19,” Mandy said. “We were also proud to collect approximately 63,000 batteries for recycling 
during the year.”
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AA MOTORING SERVICES
Close ties to industry nourished in year like no other

The now common phrase, “a year like no other” certainly applied to AA Motoring’s year. 

2019 finished on a high, with AA Driven New Zealand Car of the Year returning for a second highly-
successful year. The Ford Focus took out the top prize, beating out everyday use family vehicles; 
luxury sports vehicles, and electric and hybrid models – which were in the running for the title for the 
first time in the award’s history. 

The end of 2019 also saw the retirement of General Manager Stella Stocks after a ground-breaking 
career in the motoring industry, including 20 years of service with the AA.

Then in 2020, Jonathan Sergel joined the AA as the new General Manager – Motoring Services with 
new energy and ideas, only to have to swiftly turn to managing AA Motoring’s response to Covid-19. 

“I thought starting at the AA would be the biggest change of 2020 for me, but then Covid-19 arrived 
and the motoring industry effectively stopped for six weeks,” Jonathan said. 

AA Motoring pressed on, opening AA Auto Centres in 15 locations nationwide at Alert Level 4 for 
appointment-only Warrant of Fitness (WoF) and urgent repairs for vehicles involved in essential 
services, and their supply chains.

At Level 3, all AA Auto Centres, AA Mobile Vehicle Inspections and AA Vehicle Appraisals were able to 
operate contactless by appointment for the general public.

AA Motoring was also able to provide contactless Motor Vehicle Registration and supply of number 
plates for new vehicles for Trade customers in some areas at Level 3, as well as Third Party Entry 
Verification for the backlog of Japanese imports which had arrived during Level 4. 

“Helping the industry get back on its feet was hugely important to us,” Jonathan said. 

“Nourishing our close ties with the industry continued to be a significant focus for the year, along 
with enhancing and expanding our existing products and networks, and putting significant work into 
developing new products.”

AA Auto Centre Kapiti was opened in June, while other new sites were prepared for opening in the 
next financial year.

“We also continued to support our Members’ motoring needs, not only through product and service 
discounts, but also almost 3000 free motoring advice consultations, weekly motoring advice articles 
on our AA Motoring blog, articles in AA Directions and providing advice in the media,” Jonathan added.  
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AA DRIVING SCHOOL
Develping safer Kiwi drivers

The NZAA has been a leading provider of driver training for more than 50 years. Helping learner 
drivers to navigate the graduated driver licensing system continues to be a significant focus and 
the AA Driving School remains the largest provider of Class 1 training in New Zealand with national 
coverage delivered by 114 qualified Instructors operating as AA approved licensees. 

Despite Covid interruptions, our team of Instructors delivered over 110,000 lessons to in excess 
of 27,000 students and over 14,000 students completed the AA Defensive Driving Course. Offering 
a regional spread of lessons continues to be a focus, and for the first time the AADS introduced 
instructors in Westport and Whakatane. 

This year marked the second year the Motorcycle Training arm of the AADS has been a facilitator of 
the ACC-funded Ride Forever programme, teaching riders how to stay safe on their daily motorcycle 
commute and advanced riding techniques. The AADS is proud to maintain this partnership with 
another government body, so far putting 550 riders through the programme. 

Approved and endorsed by Waka Kotahi NZTA to deliver their Instructor training courses, the AADS 
ensure the continued supply of the next generation of Instructors. 50 new Instructors completed the 
I-course this year and ongoing professional development was delivered for existing Instructors in the 
AADS network via annual auditing, face-to-face training and webinars. 

In a successful collaboration between AA Government Services and the AADS, the in-school road code 
training on behalf of the Ministry of Social Development to lower decile schools remains in operation. 
Classroom-based road code tuition was offered in classroom, followed by bringing the Mobile Driver 
Licensing units to the schools so students could complete their Learner theory test. 

The AADS also provided expertise in the media on driver safety, including after the Covid lockdown as 
people found themselves a bit rusty getting back behind the wheel. 
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The Fleet and Business Training arm launched a telematics product service, monitoring driving style 
and risk rating via an app and plug-in dongle, and also improved their e-learning offering to give 
clients the opportunity for drivers to take online modules for training outside the vehicle. 

Largely due to the effects of Covid on business, the decision was made to suspend the Ignition 
programme in June 2020, which offered 3 free driving lessons for Learner drivers who are Members.

In the year ahead, the Ignition programme will undergo a detailed review examining the effectiveness 
of the programme including canvassing the opinions of AA Members, AA Smartfuel customers, AA 
Ignition participants and AA Driving Instructors. The six-year history of the Ignition programme means 
there is a wealth of data and insights to look back upon and assess. 

As this process gets underway, AA Driving School General Manager Roger Venn says, “Our network 
of AA Driving Instructors and tutors are looking forward to continuing to be a part of the Learning to 
Drive & Ride journey for the NZ motoring public. 

“We continue to offer the likes of lessons for new drivers, refresher sessions for experienced and 
senior drivers, simulated driving tests, advanced driver assessments, bespoke in-car sessions, 
Defensive Driving Courses (DDC) and the delivery of ACC’s Ride Forever programme for our Members 
and customers who prefer two wheels to four.”

AA GOVERNMENT SERVICES
More services added to brick and mortar network

It was a big year for AA’s Government Services, adding two new services to the portfolio; RealMe 
identity verification and Kiwi Access Cards.

A RealMe verified identity makes it easier to confirm your identity and prove that you are who you 
say you are online. The AA began offering RealMe identity verification as a contracted service via AA 
Centres, Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agents and Mobile Agents in early 2020 after a successful pilot 
programme and has now completed over 22,000 RealMe transactions. The Department of Internal 
Affairs (DIA) has the responsibility for delivering RealMe services.

Another new addition was the Kiwi Access Card, replacing what was formerly known as the 18+ card, 
for those without a driver licence or other form of photo ID. 

AA Government Contracts General Manager Roger Venn says, “As the cross-counter identification 
verification specialist, the AA is constantly looking for new services we can offer to assist our Members 
and customers.

“These new services join the existing suite of identification services on offer at our Centres and Agents 
including personal IRD number applications and SuperGold cards.”

In terms of Driver Licensing, the AA is now nearing 22.5 million transactions over the last 21 years 
since becoming the leading driver licensing provider in New Zealand and maintains over 70% of the 
market share.

Despite being subject to Covid restrictions to operations, more than 800,000 Driver Licence renewals 
were carried out.

Roger says the AA prides itself on its “bricks and mortar” network allowing access to vital products and 
services for the whole country.

‘ ‘
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ADVOCACY AND
 AA RESEARCH FOUNDATION

The next steps towards, safer, cleaner transport
The Motoring Affairs team led by General Manager Mike Noon had one clear focus this year - 
developing our Election Calls. 

“These define the key actions we want from the next Government, so a significant amount of time and 
effort goes into their creation. Using a combination of surveys to gather Members’ views, input from 
our 17 District Councils, academic research and our own analysis and expertise we came up with 12 
changes that the next Government could make to create better, safer and greener transport,” Mike 
said. 

The full 12 are available online at www.aa.co.nz/electioncalls but the three highest priorities for the 
AA are:

• Greater investment in road maintenance (particularly on State Highways)

• More testing and catching of drunk and drugged drivers

• Lifting the standard of regional highways

“We promoted our calls to all the major political parties in the lead up to the election and had quick 
success, with the Government announcing an increase in road maintenance funding in the next 
three-year period. This was a welcome move, but only represented a portion of what is needed so we 
will continue to push the Government for more to ensure our roads are kept up to the appropriate 
standard.”

Even before the global pandemic, the policy-making environment around transport was complex and 
challenging.

“At a national level we made 21 submissions on proposed Government policy changes, ranging from 
issues like the new Government Policy Statement for transport investment to the Emissions Trading 
Scheme and new regulations in the fuel market. Our District Councils also represented their Members 
on numerous local transport issues,” Mike added. 

The Government began developing a new system for how authorities will approach managing speeds 
on the roads and the AA provided feedback on this as well as using Member surveys and data analysis 
to respond to a number of significant proposals for speed limit changes over the year.  

“We conducted six email surveys of random samples of our 
Members on issues including our Election Calls, speed, rapid transit 
in Auckland and the biggest transport concerns in regions across 
the country. We also introduced a new Member feedback channel: 
the AA Auckland Panel.  This is a representative panel of Auckland 
AA Members that regularly responds to quick-fire surveys on 
transport issues of the day. The AA Research Foundation also 
delivered, or contributed, to four completed projects during the 
year, including:

• Alcohol interlocks, and the proportion of drunk drivers being  
 sentenced to them 

• Opportunities to reduce distraction from cellphones 

• Using artificial intelligence to gather Member views

• Whether ‘back-seat driving’ can be helpful to drivers 

Despite the constraints, the AA was also able to develop a 
comprehensive and insightful response to the Government’s 
calls for ‘shovel-ready’ infrastructure projects to boost 
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economic recovery from the pandemic. 

“Our submission called for the Government to launch two complementary national programmes, 
one around road safety and another around maintenance. It also set out a list of transport projects in 
every region of the country that our Districts had identified as top priorities.”

Ultimately, it was one of Motoring Affairs busiest and most successful years to date.

SADD
Broadening their wellbeing mission

Faced with national lockdown, SADD (Students Against Dangerous Driving) seized the day and moved 
to increase its mission from the roads to New Zealand’s homes.

This saw the not-for-profit form SADD Digital Crew which became a permanent fixture, helping 
students across the country collaborate on everything from creating a new information pack for 
young drivers, to having lively discussions on how to encourage their peers to ride e-scooters safely, 
and encouraging those on their restricted licences to not take passengers.

Youth wellbeing became another focus, with SADD Digital Crew providing support to fellow students, 
sharing self-isolation tips and tricks, and inspiring their peers to stay motivated. 

“We recognised early on in the piece that lockdown wouldn’t hold down the passion our energetic 
young people have for safety campaigning,” says SADD National Manager Donna Govorko. 

“There may have been fewer people on the roads, but they were resolute in wanting to do everything 
they could to look out for their communities.” 

Pre-Covid-19’s arrival in New Zealand, SADD ran its annual September road safety awareness campaign 
with a new name (SAFER September) and refreshed tagline - Students Advocating For Everyone’s Road 
Safety. It saw 111 schools across New Zealand run more than 300 individual activities. There were 18 
media articles during the month which featured the campaign.

Student National Leaders also led several other projects and activities throughout the year. 

For example, National Leader James Graham, 
a student at Chanel College in Masterton, 
completed a research report on how a local 
stretch of road which has been a high crash 
rate area could be improved and made a 
submission to Wellington City Council with 
evidence-based recommendations. He 
also ran several activities in his school and 
community; garnering the attention of local 
media on multiple occasions. 

Another National Leader Skylah-Marie 
Holmes, a student at Villa Maria College in 
Christchurch, worked on a project around 
how SADD could better connect with Māori 
young people to help reduce the number who 
enter the justice system through road-related 
offences. She also engaged with several 
businesses to create sober driver packs for 
her school formal.
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Several high-profile events punctuated the past 
financial year for AA Insurance (AAI), allowing the 
team to showcase its award-winning customer 
service along with the company purpose; to 
care, help and get things sorted.

On 22 October 2019 firefighters worked to 
extinguish a blaze on the roof of the SkyCity 
Convention Centre. While other insurers waited 
over 100 days for access to customer vehicles 
trapped in the flooded basement before 
processing claims, AAI settled its 32 customer 
claims immediately, without the need to assess 
the damage.

On 20 November, a hailstorm in Timaru turned 
into AAI’s largest ever motor claim event. A 
team was onsite for over three weeks to help 
customers and by 27 Nov had lodged over 
1,000 claims and assessed as many vehicles. 
Many customers were offered a hassle-free 
replacement car option via AAI’s partnership with 
Turners. Instead of receiving a cash settlement 
for their written off car, customers have the 
option of a replacement vehicle sourced, and in 
some cases, delivered by Turners Cars.

The Covid crisis was completely new, however, it 
was not a claims event affecting any one region 
of New Zealand. The executive team began 
preparing for Covid as an event in January, 
so when lockdown was announced in March 
the immediate focus became getting people 
working effectively from their homes:  almost all 
staff were set up to work from home over the 
first few days of lockdown, which meant little 
disruption for customers.

AAI very quickly determined, and announced on 
17 April, three initiatives that were considered 
the right things to do to help customers, many 
of whom were affected financially; a $2 million genuine hardship fund to look after vulnerable 
customers; a freeze on premium increases across personal car, home and contents products, and a 
$19.5million premium rebate for all car insurance customers, as car claims plummeted.

The company was also aware of the increase in domestic violence incidents over lockdown, and made 
a $30,000 donation to the Women’s Refuge in Auckland, North Shore and Waikato.

While the number of customers using digital options continues to increase year-on-year, there was a 
significant increase in digital use over lockdown. Customers can achieve more things on AAI’s digital 
channels such as logging claims, cancelling or renewing policies. Interestingly, once lockdown was 
over many customers returned to using AA branches, reinforcing the company’s dedication to being 
available through the customer’s channel of choice.    

AA INSURANCE
HOME AND LIVING

Getting things sorted in an extraordinary year
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In January, AAI reached its goal of achieving 25% car insurance market share – protecting almost 
550,000 Kiwi vehicles, and by June had almost 35% of AA Members insure with AAI. At this time, nearly 
800 staff were dedicated to looking after over 440,000 customers with more than 880,000 policies.

Finally, AA Insurance continued to receive external recognition for its outstanding customer service. 
The company maintained its position for the sixth consecutive year in the Colmar Brunton Corporate 
Reputation Index, again ranking fifth among New Zealand’s 50 most successful companies.  Kantar 
NZ research ranked it eighth equal from among 100 of New Zealand’s strongest brands for living up 
to its brand promise. In 2020 it was voted the Reader’s Digest Most Trusted General Insurance Brand 
by New Zealanders for the 10th consecutive year.

The company was also a top performer in Consumer NZ’s annual insurance provider customer 
satisfaction survey and was named its 2019 People’s Choice award winner for car, home and contents. 
AAI’s outstanding employer reputation was reinforced with two wins at the 2019 ANZIIF industry 
awards; Direct General Insurance Company of the Year and Innovation of the Year – the latter with its 
first time entry for AA Home Response, a joint service with NZAA launched to meet customer needs 
for tradespeople. 

“A company is as good as its people, and integrity has its own financial rewards,” says Chris Curtin, 
Chief Executive AA Insurance. “So, if we do the right thing - be fair to our customers and our staff, 
treat them as people and not just ways to generate profit - then strong business performance will be 
an outcome.” 

AA HOME
Home help in a locked down world

AA Home Response had its busiest year on record, and AA Home Commercial Manager Bek Wall 
believes that’s partly due to the new appreciation Kiwis had for making sure their homes were running 
smoothly during the Covid-19 lockdown. 

“We certainly experienced a surge in calls for help with 412 emergency callouts during Level 4 and 
Level 3 of the first lockdown. As our Call Centre teams moved to get their home set-ups sorted, we 
all pitched in to work shifts monitoring our job queues. Even after lockdown we were inundated with 
fresh queries as people wanted to get their homes sorted ASAP,” Bek said. 

The number of AA Home Response and AA Home Response Plus subscriptions soared to 121,888, 
with the service available in 37 locations nationwide (wherever there is an AA Centre). 

“With regional pricing I think subscribers really appreciate the way our callout fee includes absolutely 
everything. Normally tradespeople charge a callout fee, mileage and a number of other components, 
whereas our charge is set. Our callouts even include an hour of their time when they get there if 
needed,” Bek added.  

A major focus for the year was ensuring procedures and protocols were constantly updated as part of 
AA Home Response’s status as an essential service during the pandemic response.

“We spent a lot of time constantly refining our operations and really stepping up in terms of our 
responsibility for both customers and our tradespeople from a Health and Safety viewpoint. The silver 
lining was that because we dedicated a lot of effort into timely and informative communication to 
customers, there’s been a growing awareness of all the ways we can help them,” Bek said. 

The AA Home Response team grew to six employees over the course of the year, with three joining 
over the Covid lockdown period.
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“Because we already work across three locations we are used to working remotely, and our new 
team members came on board seamlessly. By being able to pick up what was needed and keep 
going through such an uncertain period, AA Home Response ended up ahead of both milestones and 
financial goals. We are looking forward to continuing to grow our services next year,” Bek added.

AA MONEY
Affordable finance focus of new joint venture

It has always been the AA’s aspiration to look at how we might offer a broader range of financial 
services beyond car loans to Kiwis, and now a new joint venture with Suncorp New Zealand provides 
the opportunity to do just that. 

During the financial year, the former AA Finance wound down its operations and AA Money, the 
trading name for the new joint venture, launched. 

“Our mantra is to provide affordable finance for all Kiwis, with AA Members as the primary beneficiaries,” 
AA Money General Manager Ana-Marie Lockyer says. 

“In February 2020 we launched with our first product: vehicle loans covering cars, motorbikes, 
caravans, boats and jet skis.”

AA Money manages the entire journey for customers, from application to loan funding, to customer 
care and servicing of the loan on an ongoing basis.

“We aim to be fair, simple and transparent in all our fees and interactions, and strive to provide our 
customers with exceptional service that is worthy of the trust New Zealanders have in the AA,” Ana 
says.
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“This includes discussing our customers’ needs and financial situations clearly with them, and ensuring 
we provide a loan tailored to their unique money needs.”

The emergence of Covid-19 in New Zealand a month after launch required AA Money to reset its initial 
projections and prepare to diversify sooner than originally planned.

“While we had a steady start to business in February, we were then met with a drop in credit demand 
applications across the country. A small percentage of our customers also sought hardship relief 
during lockdown. We were able to help those customers who all returned to normal payment cycles 
soon after.” 

After lockdown, AA Money gained momentum again, growing its core customer base for vehicle loans 
while also developing a new product – secured personal loans – which launched later in 2020.

In February 2020 we launched 
with our first product: vehicle 

loans covering cars, motorbikes, 
caravans, boats and jet skis.
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In a year where keeping separated was considered the norm, our Partner Insurances team worked 
towards the opposite, integrating various channels under one structure.

Our Partner Insurance portfolio consists of AA Life (with Asteron Life), AA Health (a joint venture with 
nib), AA Travel Insurance and AA Pet Insurance (both joint ventures with Allianz Partners). 

A large focus of this year was laying the groundwork for major regulatory changes that will come into 
effect in 2021 surrounding compliance requirements for selling insurance and financial products. This 
represented an opportunity to integrate the various delivery channels.

A major step in this process was a change to the way AA Life works with Asteron Life. After more than 
a decade in partnership, the AA is now working directly with Asteron life to bring AA Life Insurance to 
the market. For the team tasked with protecting our more than 1.7 million Members, it means a much 
closer working relationship.

General Manager Channel Strategy and Delivery Mark Savage says, “It will really help with aligning all 
the Partner Insurances by placing us in the heart of the AA. We’ll be able to work together on making 
sure that we complete all the work necessary for the upcoming changes in the regulatory regime 
including bringing together our digital, phone and Centre Network channels. We believe it will also 
prepare the AA to become a bigger player in insurance and financial services in the future.

“We are now taking a broader, more holistic approach rather than just channel by channel and 
enhancing our existing processes. Not only will it bring efficiency, but greater consistency for working 
with Members and customers across all channels.” 

WELLBEING PROTECTION
WELLBEING AND REWARDS

A year of change and channel collaboration
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During the year, our 37 AA Centres across New Zealand were forced to close their doors for a period 
due to lockdown restrictions. Mark says despite the Covid disruptions and reduced face-to-face sale 
numbers, the Partner Insurance portfolio has remained on track, selling over 40,000 policies.

This included AA Pet Insurance’s first full year in business. Adding a total of 2793 new policy holders 
and 1332 claims during the year, the product continues to be a successful addition to the Insurance 
portfolio, the most expensive claim being $7907 paid out for a dog’s hind limb ataxia. 

As expected with heavy border restrictions and grounded planes, Covid had the largest impact on 
Travel Insurance. Despite the hard financial hit, the product proved its value with 2640 claims paid out.

Meanwhile AA Life added 5861 new policies and had 1589 claims, and AA Health, 3107 new policies 
and 8755 claims. 

53% of all policies were purchased online, including 73% of our Pet Insurance policies, indicating a 
strong capability and popularity of the digital experience while customers also had the reassurance 
that our Centres were available for any complex questions.

In the year ahead, the team will continue to work towards a strong and collaborative approach between 
our Partner Insurance phone and digital delivery channels and our Centre Network with the intent to 
make all products easier to access for Members and customers.

MEMBER BENEFITS
AA Smartfuels dual focus

There’s no denying that navigating the impact of Covid-19 was a major focus for AA Smartfuel, but the 
team was also determined to power on with exciting new developments.

AA Smartfuel ensured the network of over 1,200 participating retailers in the AA Smartfuel village was 
fully supported during lockdown, which Managing Director Scott Fitchett said dramatically altered 
spending habits. 

“We informed our cardholders which of our retail partners were ‘essential service providers’ and 
therefore still open for business; and we helped with communications, advertising and running 
promotions to get customers back into partners, once doors were re-opened. We also kept our 
customers’ hard-earned discounts safe alongside bp, Gas and our other key partners, by ensuring 
that no discounts expired during times when Kiwis weren’t able to drive. 

“Despite all the upheaval over the year we issued $52 million in fuel discounts to AA Members, with 
the total value of fuel discounts earned by all cardholders sitting at $97 million,” Scott said. 

AA Smartfuel also managed to grow the range of retailers available to cardholders.

“We are really proud of the fact that not only did all our existing partners weather the storm and 
remain on the programme, we also brought on board the ever popular Briscoes and Rebel Sports 
brands, who will be issuing AA Smartfuel discounts periodically, providing even more ways for Kiwis 
to save big on fuel.

“We’ve also been hard at work developing technology that will allow Kiwis to turn their AA Smartfuel 
discounts into other rewards. We want to offer relevant benefits that reflect the changing world we 
live in, and we expect to make ground-breaking announcements in this area in the coming year,” Scott 
added. 

‘
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AA TOURISM BENEFITS
Celebrating domestic travel more than ever before

When domestic trips suddenly became the only travel possible for the foreseeable future, AA Traveller 
was already in a strong position to provide Kiwis fantastic AA Member tourism benefits, and a plethora 
of information and resources to plan their holidays. 

“We’ve played an active role in domestic tourism for more than 90 years, so we were in a very strong 
position to help Kiwis explore their backyard when border closures came into play,” AA Travel and 
Tourism General Manager Greig Leighton says. 

“As well as encouraging Members to take advantage of all the tourism benefits we offer, including 
some exciting new ones, we had a strong focus on giving operators we partner with as much support 
as possible to help them remain sustainable.” 

This included promotion on digital channels, as well as the publication of more than 2 million maps 
and guides, which continue to be popular with Members. 

In October 2019, AA Traveller launched a partnership with Hertz New Zealand, giving AA Members 
15% off the best rate of the day on vehicle rentals domestically, and 10% off the best rates of the day 
globally. AA Members and AA Smartfuel cardholders also receive a 5c per litre AA Smartfuel discount 
on up to 50 litres of fuel with every New Zealand rental booking.

Then in November 2019, AA Traveller launched a partnership with Expedia Partner Solutions (EPS), 
a B2B brand of Expedia Group, giving AA Members the ability to take advantage of Member-only 
discounts (on average an extra 10%) on select Expedia Group properties. 

“Both of these new partnerships add significant value to our AA Tourism benefits offering by providing 
Members excellent ranges of travel options. They’ve unsurprisingly proved popular with Members,” 
Greig says. 

During the financial year, AA Traveller was in close contact with Tourism New Zealand, with a three-
year partnership to support domestic tourism and local operators launched in July, and a new  
AA Traveller campaign encouraging Kiwis to show their love for New Zealand launched later in 2020.  
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FINANCIAL RESULTS
In spite of the unprecedented challenges that the world, and in turn New Zealand, faced with the 
advent of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Association recorded a net surplus of $39.2M for the year. 

Part of that strong result was due to a one-off extraordinary  receipt of $13M for the termination 
of a brand licence agreement, but AA General Manager of Finance John Ramaekers said the AA was 
well placed heading into the year’s market disruption due to its strong cash reserves and diversity of 
income streams.

“The Automobile Association’s Club activities recorded a small loss of $1.5M, and that is because of 
the effect of Covid in the last quarter of our financial year,” John said.

“However our Membership levels held up well, and a number of our activities bounced back post 
lockdown, including servicing the pent-up demand for everyday needs such as driver licensing and 
Warrant of Fitness work. 

“There is no doubt however that we were heavily impacted in areas such as AA Traveller, Business 
Vehicle Solutions (in particular breakdown cover for rental cars and motorhomes), and travel insurance 
as the borders closed.” 

The performance of the commercial joint ventures and investment funds was on par with the previous 
year’s pre-Covid returns, while the Association doubled its level of support to SADD, the Students 
Against Dangerous Driving Charitable Trust, with a grant of $400,000. 

“We can be proud of the fact that over the years we were able to save money for a rainy day. The fact 
that we had the financial reserves and the income streams that we did enabled us to pay all our staff 
in full over lockdown, including those who weren’t able to work from home. We know that we, like 
many Kiwi organisations, are likely to continue to be impacted over the next couple of financial years, 
but the diversity of our revenue streams remains key during these uncertain times,” John added.  
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Stuck in a storm with a flat tyre is hard enough, let alone when you’re driving your grandchild around 
Auckland. When AA Member Debbie Haretuku found herself in this dire situation, she immediately 
called the AA.

While our AA Contractors and Service Officers are the most visible sign of help, there’s also a whole 
team behind the scenes who carefully triage each call for help they receive. 

In this instance, the team at the Contact Centre swung into action; also pictured on the front 
page, Georgia Wharton-Benedict (Former Dispatch Service Coordinator, now Contractor Accounts 
Administrator), Rhys Deam (Service Response Centre Team Manager) and Rita Gathercole who is 
representing the team of AA Customer Service Representatives.  

For any motorist stranded with children or vulnerable in other ways there’s always extra urgency in 
getting help on the road, and the team quickly realised AA Roadservice Contractor Firooz Bhikoo from 
Tyrepower Otahuhu was the best source of assistance. 

Despite heavy traffic, Firooz reached Debbie within 30 minutes, and got her back on the road, and like 
many AA Members she was moved to reach out to let us know just how much that meant. 

“Upon his arrival, he was friendly, well-resourced. I immediately felt confident he could do the job, 
which he did with ease and in a timely manner.” 

Debbie’s a true convert to the AA, encouraging her children to join as well, and enjoyed meeting all the 
people who made sure she got home safely that day.

Above: AA Member Debbie Haretuku and AA Roadservice Contractor Firooz Bhikoo of Tyrepower Otahuhu.
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Looking after Kiwis since

1903

We employ more 
than 850 people, who  

stay on average 8 years,  
31 employees have celebrated 
more than 30 years at the AA.

55% female, 45% male mix

We have:

AA Centres 

AA Auto Centres 

AA Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agents 

Mobile Agents who visit 20 locations

AA Vehicle Testing Stations 

Vehicle Inspection Centres 

Mobile Inspection services

AA Compliance Centres

AA Approved Repairers

AA Contact Centres

37
38 
33 
4
4 
6 
5

14
150
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